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An ear is one of the most delicate and sensitive parts of the body and if it I struck by an infection, it
can cause severe and unbearable pain. An ear has 3 segments divided by their location from the
exterior environment. There is an outer layer, middle layer and the innermost layer of the ear. The
infection can cause pain in the middle layer of the ear which can be due to a bacterial or a viral
infection. Sometimes the infection can reach several notches high and can cause unbearable pain
and if not treated in time can even cause deafness by spoiling the eardrum.

What causes an ear infection?

An ear can get infected by certain bacteria or virus. It can also be caused due to excessive earwax.
There are certain tubes that connect the ear to the throat. Under normal conditions, these tubes
allow the air to pass through them thus maintaining proper pressure. In case of flu or cold and
cough, these tubes might get blocked and do not allow the air to pass thus increasing the pressure
inside and allowing the germs to enter the ear. This causes an infection.

Are there any symptoms to detect ear infection?

The main symptom of an ear infection is an ear pain. In cases of ear infection, the ear starts to pain
which gradually increases and becomes unbearable at times. You may also hear ringing in your
ears, feel pressure inside your ear, oozing from the ear, feeling nauseated, loss of hearing. If you
encounter any of these symptoms, you must visit your doctor for a checkup.

What are the possible remedies to cure and prevent ear infection?

Prevention is always better than cure. Hence to prevent an ear infection, one must try and keep
their ears clean. Try as much as possible to stay away from people who have flu or cold. One
should try not to touch your eyes and ears with dirty hands.

There are many options available in the market to treat your ear of infections. One of the most
widely and commonly used medicine is Cipro Ear Drops. It treats the ear by reducing and thus
terminating the growth of bacteria in the ear and relieving the pain.

Food for Thought:

It is a prescription medication; hence one should Buy Ciprofloxacin only with a proper prescription
from a doctor and should be used as recommended by the doctor as excessive use can also negate
the positive effects of the medication. It is available from local store and can also be bought from
Canadian Online Pharmacy.
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Find more informations about a cipro ear drops and a sudafed 12 hour.
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